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7 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DR. TILrORD: Does anybody have any data that
a
9 you can compare it with?
DR. REICHLE: Siler. Not that we know -- Leroy
10
11
111tL works very closely with him and we discussed this
wa.th Lercy and he didn't know of any data that he had, and
12
Silrrr was going to talk to him when he went back to
13
in October and exchange samples.
14
We are trying to calibrate all of this thing,
15
ana as far as we know we don't. The only record that I
16
know of as of a month or so ago, was that Hite had more
17
or less continuous measurements except for a period of
18
about a year when he didn't measure it because his bosses
19
told him that since methane didn't; change in the atmosphere
F,
20
there was obviously no reason to measure it and he didn't.
21
_
And, when he started again it had increased, and
22
since then periodically he measures it and has been
3.
23
continuously increasing it, and he does have a continuous
24
record of his calibration to gas, which NRL does not. So,
25
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we think it is real. Yes?
DR. STQLARSKI: When Peter Aholt came through
here and gave a seminar in which he discussed the
possibility that methane increases the same wary, he wa-n
kind of circumspect about it, but he at least raised the
possibility that he was getting 1.6 ish now and he use",
to get 1.4 when he was at Inghar. (?) with Leroy.
DR. REICHLE: There was a ,tot of -- gee, there
is a guy I sent a letter to yesterday. Hello Doug.
There was a real question as to were the measurem-
ents wrong, the old measurements, the new measurements or
what, and we think they are right. Yes?
DR. DAVIS: Is it your understanding that Leroy
t:ites laboratory is the only laboratory right now that
has a standard that can be traced back as far as about
1973?
DR. REICHLE: That is my understanding. That is
my understanding of the situation now. NRL, Bob LaMountain
published a lot of stuff back then, he had a 141 average,
has not mainted the continuity of their calibration.
They lost their old calibration gas before they
got the new ones, so they do not have continuity of their
calibration.
As far as I know Leroy has the only continuous
data.
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5d31-7	1	 DR. DAVIS: That is the one thing I think makes
	
2	 everybody just a little bit nervous.
	
3	 DR. RETCHLE: Yes.
	
4	 DR. DAVIS: tae really only have one calibration
	
5	 staiijard that we can trace back in time.
	
6	 r3?. RETCTITr: Neither Siler or we. 4cre inensurin,i
	
7 ^	 dt that time, five years ago.
	
g	 MR. AYERS: '"	 '' you Hank. The next paper, Joe you
	
9	 will be giving. Joe Levine from Langley, and it will be
	
10	 on the nitrous oxide measurement program.
	
11	 (Presentation of paper on The LaRC Tropospheric
	
12	
'^'itrous Oxide 1rogran: A Progress Report by Dr. J.S. Levine
13
	
14 (	 QUWTTONS AND ANSWErS
	
15	
DR. LEVINE: Any questions?
	
16	
DR. TILrORD: Your seven times 10 to the 12th
	
11	
production rate, you say it is not linear. Is that based
	
18	
on the intermediate or high energy dissipation?
RJR. LEVINE: It is based on the fact that over
19
the limited energy range that we have, on this figure for
20
example, that has to go from five to 12 of a factor of
21
two or two and a half the production rate.
22
And, I call it production rate. There is-330
2.3
parts per billion nitrous oxide in the air, so I subtract
24
that from 330, from each of these numbers since that was in
25
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atmosphere before we discharged.
And, it turns out that if you increase energy
by a faotor of two and a half you increase nitrous oxide
production by more than a factor of 10.
DR. TILFORD: So, which number did you use to
calculate your production?
DR. LEVINE Oh, okay. At our maximum energy
17,000 joules, though, I didn't understand the questirA.
I calculated our numbers at 17,000 joules which
is the highest energy we can work at the present time
and, you know, we have to extrapalate from one or two times
10 to the four up to 10 to the eighth. So, T think that
is the lower limit. Yes?
DR. DAVIS: Considering the complexity demonstrated
i;A all forming nitrous oxide, green nitrous oxide lack
of discharge, would you rule out the possibility the', as
you continue to increase energy you may be coming on linear
but in the opposite direction?
DR. LEVINE: The only evidence I have is to the
contrary ewer the limited range from two to 17, Over that
small range we are increasing nitrous oxide production
at a greater rate then the incremented--
.	 i
DR. DAVIS: I would take your course of action.
DR. LEVINE: Yes.
OR. DAVIS: The other point that I would like to
Nor& As dam R
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is that after the ca : ibrations of nitrous oxide, and
* wo.j1d like to know what your position is right now on
this.
I know that there is some si nifi . carit disagreement
i:. the community, particularly against Ray Weiss (3) and
some other individual p are disagreeing on ;he calibration
CA'. the 330 parts per billion.
DR. LEVINE: I am glad you asked that question
even though I didn't ask you to.
This is the National Bureau of Standards experimen
conducted last February. There were 15 laboratories the
i,;z.rc ' a, the Rasmussens, the McElroy's, you know, the
people who are making a living doing this.
This is the -- okay two samples. We all got the
same samples. The National Bureau Standards FXA-9 and rXB-9,
all 15 samples were passed from the same gas.
The 15 laboratories in sample A ranged from
273 to 484 parts per billion. Sample B it ranged from 229
to 442, and this is a problem the fact that there is no
primary calibration standard for nitrous oxide that the
NBS has.
But, these are the guys who were in the field
who are making a living doing this.
The mean for all of the measurements were for
sample A 322, for sample B 290, and our determination, a
Nsrt` Awdlcan RepartiAq
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8dle-6	 1 Langley determination exactly 305 and BAQ 76.
2
So, I think compared to the range of these other
3
people	 we loot, pretty good. But, there is a problem on
4
the absolute calibration as shown by that bottom line, that
5
the 15 laboratories had a very large spread.
6
What we are trying to do is, using the NBS
7 standards and we calibrate with respect to the NBS models
8 and if nothing else, we may not be right on the absolute
9 value, we may be off lA	 percent, but the relative variation,'
10 lightening is in fact producing an increase in nitrous
11 oxide, and the absolute value may be off, but we ar
12 producing nitrous oxide in the laboratory. Yes:
13 DR. DAVIS: That value there would correspond much
14 closer to values being measured by Ray Weiss? Is that not
15 true of 305?
16 DR. LEVINE: Yes, that is probably true.
17 DR. DAVIS: Because what Ray and now I think
18 Yuter Heiss (?) contends, is that conceivably CO 2 is
19 causing the interference in some of the analysis of using
20 electron capture detection at a lower.
21 DR. LEVINE: Well, we can separate. In our system,
22 at least in the Langley system, this peak is due to air
23 plus CO2 . We can actually separate the CO2 out of the air
24 if we wanted to, but it takes more time.
25 And, this is clearly the N2O. We don't have any
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interference from CO2.
What I think Scripts, T think their technique
is to make the ratio of N 20 to V)2 0 That is all of their
c:.ta, and so they have got a ratio of N20 to CO 2 , and
there is some question as to what the level of CO 2 is.
We don't do that. We m%,a ,.iure N 20 by itself.
Bi14?
DR, CHA,MEIDES: This is a comment on this energy
orders of magnitude. I don't think it is that large. I
I
think the important parameters as far as energy is concerned
for lightening in the joules per meter that you put into
the spark. You are talking about a linear spark.
And, I think you are closer. The lightening valve
e
is supposed to be around 10 4 , 1.0 5 joules per meter, and you
are really not that far from there. It is not orders of
magnitude.
DR. LEVINE: Yes, in the gradient that is true.
Yes. In the energy per length our facility is very close
to real life magnitude.
DR. CHAMEIDES: I think that is th= preliminary
fc,r everything. I think.
MR. AYERS: That would indicate then that by
extrapalating linearly that you may not be too far off on
the real value.
DR. LEVINE: Yes, if that is true.
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MR. AYERS: We will shift gears a little right
now and go into some of our modeling activity and the
first of a three paper series here will be from Dr. nick
Stewart from Gcddard.
(Presentation of a paper on the Latitudinal
Var; ations of Troposp, ►eric Gases b^ , Dr. R.W. Stewart (rsrc)
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DR. DAVIS: That is the overall computation, 1.5
parts per million?
DR. STEWART: No.
DR. DAVIS: 1500 parts per billion.
D^. STEWART: Yes, that is right. Okay, the units
are ^. ronc; .
DP. DAVIS: Yes. It is .15.
DR. STET ART :.15 .
DR. DAVIS: What was the level of NO that you
used in generating your photochemical ozone?
DR. STEWART: The level of NO --
DR. DAVIS: it carries obviously --
DR. STEWART: Yes, it was typically throughout
most of the troposphere about .02 parts per billion. 20
or 30 parts per trillion.
DR. STEWART: .20 to 30 parts per trillion?
DR. STEWART: Yes.
DR. DAVIS: Were you aware of the -- well, the
North Axmi n Roortlnq
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dIa-^	 I game tag results during 1978, at least (in 1:he aircraft,
2 indicated that the NO was less then about In parts per
3 trillion and the instrument was not capable of measuring
I lower then that, our aircraft conditions.
5 However, a NOAA group out in the South Pacific,
6 the, were out there I guess about a month or so, their
7 measurements indicated the NO	 was running more about
8 three to four parts per trillion.
9 What sort of impact would that have on your
10 c.3^ culating the low temperature ozone?
11 I	 DR. STEWART: Well, I think the major impact
12 i.*4n't on ozone. We really can't say. 	 The ozone budget
13 1	
pretty good to me.
14 i thin): the major impact might he on the carbon
b;.^dget and on the proposed mechanism for supportinh the
15
c:.idation of isoprene and turpenes to CO.16
But, of course NOX is NO plus NO2. Typically in
17
the model though you have maybe two to five times as much
1s
NO2 as `JO. In the model results it is really the sum of the
19
two that is important.
20
So, if you say there is three to four parts per
21
trillion NO, you probably couldn't have more than 10 to 15
22
parts per trillion NOX and that is pretty low. It would
23
cause difficulties in all of these budgets.
24
DR. MENZIES: You mentioned earlier that chemical
25
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1,-^inescent ozonesonde measurements might be a little bit
l r;. On what experience do you base that conclusion?
DR. STEWART: On what experience do I base it?
DR. ME INZIES: Yes.
DR. STEWART: None of my own. That is simply
an argument that has been given by Chatfield and Harrison
in some papers in "Geophysical Research","The Journal of
Geophysical Research."
They have argued that in the troposphere the
chemical luminescent sondes may give values that are
about up to 50 percent to low when compared with the
electric ozone..onde results.
And, Ernie Hilsenrath his recently looked at his
c.a to and he has see p, that same kind of difference b^^+^wecn
t:;e two types of measurements, so it is probably, a real
thni , .
DR. MENZIES: Does that depend on altitude':
DR. STEWART: Pardon?
DR. MENZIES: Does that depend on altitude?
DR. STEWART: Yes. The problem dcasn't exist in
the stratosphere to the same degree.
MR. AYERS: Okay, I think we will take one more
question here. Could you identify yourself?
!ASR. DUBIN: Murray Dubin. The nitric: acid content
in rainfa `11 Ls a fairly good measure of the production loss
North Amsrlws Ao wOnq
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dle-".	 1 mechanisms because of efficiency in rainout. But	 ha,7e you
2 found that the rainfall precipitation data, which has teen
3 goiz .g on for many, many years, shows the latitude dependence
4 that you showed in your curve?
5 I have been looking at it and I don't fine', any
6 industrial perturbation in the northern hemisphere.
7 DR. STEWART: In the	 --
g MR. DUBIN: Except around cities.
4 DR. STEWART: The nitrate concentration?
10 MR. DVBTN: Yes.
11 (	 DR. STEWART: Well, as I say there is the problem
I	 that the nitric acid lifetime is four to seven days. So,12
13 ti,e .,ue t ion is,	 ir. a zonally average model what is it that
14 you r.re representing?
I think that	 in the northern hemisphere it'is
15
reelly not a true zonal average. But, if you are t.-Ang16
the full industrial source function it is nitric a.^_id which
17
is more typical of urban influenced continental air.18
So, if you have remote rainfall rasults in the
19
northern hemisphere I wouldn't be surp,ised if they
20
don't	 show the nitric acid distributions.
21
MR. DUBIN: Well, let me ask it another way. If
22
you take southern hemisphere mid temperate zone rainfall,
23
do you find the large anomaly as you showed in your northern
24
hemisphere, sub hemisphere difference?
25
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dle - 12	 1 Do you show this huge industrial input of NOX,
2 and that should show up in the nitrate measure, the nitrate
3 in rainfall.
^R
4 DR. STEWART: It should in the northern hemisphere
5 is what you are saying?
^^ 6 MR. DUBIN: Excuse?
7 DR. STEWART: It should in the northern hemisphere
g is what you are saying?
9 MR. DUBIN: Yes, as you have shown in your slide.
10 DR. STEWART: What is the question, have T looked
11 at that?
MR. DUBIN: I have looked at it and I haven't12
13 seen that big a difference. But,	 if the data is erratic
14 1 wondered if you had seen it?
DR. STEWART: Okay. I will accept that commen -
15
But, what I am saying is that you have to interpret the
16
models results and you have to look at where these17
rainfall sampl es were taken.
18
I haven't done that, so Y will accept your
19
comment. The question I am addressing is how do you
20
interpret the model results.
21
MR. AYERS: Okay. Thank you Dick. Let's move on.
22
The next paper here is by Dr. Peters from the University
23
of Kentucky and he will be addressing the utilization of
24
remotely sensed data for validating a global model.
25
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(Presentation of paper on Software Development for
l".ouel Validation Studies Utilizing Remotely Sensed Data
by Dr. L. K. Peters (University of Kentucky).)
QIESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DR. PETERS: Are there any questions?
(There were no questions askeA.)
MR. AYERS: Okay, thank you. The last paper in
the modeling series and before the break will be by Bill
Chameides from the University of Florida.
I woule remind you that we did aunt hard copies
of t':e viewgrap hs . And, Lorraine have you collected any?
A 'e-e. If you would just give them to Lorraine there we
t;^;.`1a --jppreciate it.
(Presentation of paper on Photochemical
Impact of Anthropogenic Emissions on CO and NOx by Dr.
Chameides (University of Florida) .)
QIESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DR. TILFORD: You say all of those are one percent?
DR.CHAMEIDES: One or two percent. Rich might
have more to say about that later, but that is what I
think we got.
MR. DUBIN: But, you have water in that mixture.
DR. CHAMEIDES: I am sorry, say that again.
MR. DUBIN: You have water in that mixture.
DR. CHAMEIDES: Yes, yes. Interestingly enough --
North A®od= NeNwfim
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MR. DUBIN: You said CO 2 9
DR. CHAMETnES: Well, we have CO2 and water. We
start with an atm there of CO 2 , water, N2, 02, and methane
and everything else is at such low concentrations that it
doesn't matter because it is adequate serving process.
Okay? And, then you just calculate these. We have
something like-30 or 40 species in here calculating the
eti;uilibrium concentration at every temperature.
MR. AYERS: Question?
DR. LEVINE: Bill, let me mention that Jin, Hoyle
at Langley is going to begin daily measurements of the
vertical distribution of ammonia using his infra-red
hetouyne (?) radiou.eter, that is the same instrument here.
With;n a month he will be making --
DR. CHAMFIDES: Well, that curve was addressing
that experiment.
DR. LEVINE: Yes, that is right. But, he will do
it on a routine basis.
DR. CHAMEIDES: That is a very good development.
MR. DUBIN: A question on the water vapor content.
How would you incorporate the high water vapor saturation
condition of water droplets that occur in storms, the
cer;.ain hydroxyl	 --
DR. CHAMEIDES: We feel that the heterogeneous,
possible heterogeneous process would go on. At these high
North American Reportinq
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dle-15	 1 temperatures you are not going to have a •- At equilibr 4 =
k
F
.	 2 certainly at these temperatures you are not yoin
	
to J^^^e
3 a water drop.	 The possibility of --
4 MR. DtTBTN: You say you have a saturation water
5 condition throughout the region of the discharge^
6
G	 --
DR. CHAMEIDES: No, no. What we start with is
7 an amount of water vapor, ambient concentration of water
8 in the atmosphere.
9 And, we can increase that or decrease that
10 dcjendirg can, you know, what concentration of water
11 vapor you want.
tr.at we
	
can't include,
	 obvious.l.; ,	 is	 the
12
poss.itd lity that ,
	
have some heterogeneous processes13
ec;u__r: 	on water droplets on condensation nsclei, that
14
might be enhancing the production of NO or 2120.
15
I think that possibly heterogeneous processes
16
might be quite important for N 20, and a global source
17
of 1 120
	 might be much higher then in fact these calculations
18
indicate because we can't view those heterogeneous processes
19
Interestingly enough the equilibrium concentration
20
of NO is completely independent given the range of water
21
vapor that you might get in the atmosphere.
22
The equilibrium NO concentrations are completely
23
independent of how much water vapor you have. That is true
24
Of N20 also.
25
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d1e-17	 i 11R.	 AYFRC :	 nkay,	 thaal: you Bill.	 It	 i:. ;,rn•::
2 A	 a•	 h schedule. 	 :,	 t	 -.ti^e.	 1ti'e	 are	 rr_tt.	 r^a^..	 cn 	 I	 think	 ._	 ztic.	 .^._.^
3 at	 10:0 ?,.`±., which will shorty r: the break a liLt1e
4 hit,	 vp won't have to cut into the lunch hour.
S (Brief recess.)
6 Regional. Tropospheric Research
4 7 The 1978 Southeastern Virginia Urban Plume St.udey (SEVT'PS
8 (Presentation of a Program Overview by Dr. C.L.
9 Gregory	 (LaRC) . )
10 (^resentati,., -r. of the	 1978 SMTJPS Data Analysis
11 and Plans by Mr. D.S. McDougal(LaRC).)
12 %TESTT0NS AND ANFIN'EPF
13 MR. AYERS: Pardon me, Dave, what are the times:'
"!^. MCDOUGAL: These are at time of day,	 at
14
noontime into the afternoon, starting at eight in the
is
morning, eight,	 10,	 12,	 two.
16
(Presentation of the JPL LAS Operations, 1978-7917
SEVTIPS by Dr.	 R.T. Menzies	 (JPL) .)
18
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
19
DR. MELFI:	 Over the altitude that you make?
20
DR. MENZIES: Yes, these circles are mean values,
21
right, assuming we are missed.	 The spatial resolution here
22
is about 10 kilometers. These are points of averages over
23
two to three minutes of 	 flight time. Okay?
24
And, again these processes just indicate the
25
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2 DR. MELFI: What altitude were you flying?
3 DR. MENZIES: We were flying at 3500 feet. which
4 most of the day was slightly above the inver3ional air.
S However, at this point I think we were within -- we probably
1
6 were a little bit lower then the base of the oversion.
7 (Presentation of the 1979 Field Experiments by
8 Dr. G.L. Gregory.)
9 (Presentation of paper on the Oxidation Mechanisms
10 of SO i in the Urban Plume by Dr. R.T. Watson (JPL).)
11 (	 QUESrIONS AND ANS%1rRS
MR. AYrRS: Are there any questions? Dour?12
13
DR. DAVIS: Did you say you were or were not
r.  in;; t 	 sta."Y 110,as function pressure: That last slide
14 `'
indicated you were not going to do function pressure, but
15
your first slide of your talk said you were going to get
16
info function pressure.
17
DR. WATSON: Funny you noticed that.
18
(Laughter.)
19
DR. WATSON:	 If the flash photolysis system.
20
works for 1102, which it should in theory work, then we
21
will do it as a function of temperature and pressure.
22
We can certainly do it in a low pressure regime
23
by the molecular beam mass spec system. If the flash
24
photolysis system works for H0 2
 we will also do it which
25
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1
The first sYsterr, will only be the low prebsu.re
3
systk-:,, but we will follow it through.
4
t
DR. DAVIS: Do you have any idea whether or
5
not ^a-1Lon Howard has locked at that rea^tion?
tf
6
DR. WATSON:
	
No, he definitely hasn't.
7
MR. MUGLER: What is the scl edule for your
8
equi mcnt co^L letion?
9
nP. NZATSON: The equipment	 'is completely, it
10 is :=ilete.
	
St	 ;e	 re,ja„ to do that sturl y . There is a
11
comhinat ion	 s..1A:--hur chernistry znd chlorine-bromine
11 c ► .r^ri. str; , or. the one	 t!-at his shoved these others cut, 	 fromm
13 t!ic oner he has given me.
14 So,	 the su!phur chemistry to start with can
15 he -- that is what I got what goes there.
16 (Laughter.)
17 DR. WATSON: So it is a question of if we are
18 going to do methyl peroxy plus NO within the next three
19 weeks, methyl peroxy plus S0 2 in the next month, and then
20 we will carry it on from there.
21 MR. AYERS: Okay. Thank you, Bob, for a wide
22 range. The next speaker told me that he has measured
23 S02 and aeorsols in a power plant plume, but in light of
24 your paper I am waiting with baited breath to see what he
25 will talk about.
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(Presentation of paper on the Measurements of S02
and Aerosols in a Power Plant PluTC i'si.n, a UV; r7?a',
!-y Dr. Browell: ( LaRC) . )
QUESTIONS AINID ANSWERS
MR. MUCLER: You say that is the ..entroid of the
plume?
DR. BROET-LL: Yes, this is the cent:oid.
MR. AYERS: There seems to be a plume coming from
the right stack. Is there one coming from the left also?
DR. BROWrLL: The plumes are very clean and they
are 'very difficult to detect visually and even in
phct:..,. ,,,tili ,J  _.t	 r
DR. MILLS: There was only one plume at the
po ,v, er plant at the time we were up there.
MR. AYERS: One plume.
DR. BROWELL: One plume at the time we were up
there. That is right.
DR. MELFI: And you are seeing one plume.
DR. BROWELL: Some of the data -- We were using
a very simple model just assuming that we were looking
at a cylinder of gas that was rising and having a particular
diameter of 150 and assuming that out of most of those
scans we were having a peak value of about 1300 parts
per million meter.
YAGV J%o, you are right. I thought it was very, rather
uK1G
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coincidental that we came that close.
*!r. 1!YEES : Tha::k you Ed. Let's see, the ' r^t
paper then for the morning and in the tropospheric sessicn
wil l. Be Dr. Larry Korb from Goddard here, and he twill
briny us up tc date on the gas filter instrument that h--
ha-, been working on for a while.
Adyanved Techniques Development
(Presentation of paper on the Development of a
Differential Correlation Radiometer for Tropospheric
Tl cllutan;. Measurements by Dr. C.L. Korb (7,SrC) .)
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
?17. AY^RS: Larry, what wave ler. '. Meas;:re,e nts
are you talking?
DR. Ko^?:: Okay most of Ore measurements come
out '?Ptween 2.2 and 2.3. The detectors we art using in
the inteminites (?) that go out to 5.5, thinking that
11CL we would be making measurements in three to five
region.
If we want to hook at S0 2 we will go out to
beyond four.
So, for the field model we can go out -- for
the field model we will be working at the instrument
solar radiance.
With this here, with this strong signal we feel,
you know, considerably longer wave lengths then we could if
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we are using an aircraft, model, a space craft model where
you are locking dow , an ,! I t`:inY expect it to a re(, ^r.
shQrt C r a,!-Ct!t ?.7.
MR. AYERS: This is your field model?
DR. KOPr: Yes, this is our field model.
MP.. AYERS: ?,.re there any questions? gave?
T1TNXLFY: Larry, yesterda y
 im Pursel l describe(
in a little detail some of the gas cells he has been
deg-eloping for the HALOS program.
11a,*e you, since you had some proLle-,, have you
talked to Tim about them, because they are about the same
t. , a••^ ler.,yt^- .
Dot. FORD: %, I have not. The problems we have
h,--!
	
tc V I'S point, a ,e are into first stare prolrlen.r. We
have not seen the. ! end of our problems yet.
But:, the problem of the in the CNS come in
fuell.ng
 the cells. The next order of that would be in terms
of cells lea};ing, and how well they can contain the gases.
Yes, we will contact him.
DR. WATSON: Instead of a carousel of fixed
pressure gases, could you use something like one of these
pressure modulators used by Glasgow and such? Then you have
got totally treatable pressure all of the time.
DR. KORB: No. Yes, you could. Let me comment on
the differences between let's say this and that.
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If you use the PM error you can't sweep the
2 - ressure. However, you are restricted to using fairly log.!
3 pressuran, say, on the order of perhaps 25 millibars.
a
: 4 In turn, in this instrument just studying the
5 range restricted to the 45 to 50 millibtir ra,­ ,;s, 011 has
6
R 6 1000 more bars which in turn allows us to go intc th(
7 line of files in the troposphere, and get out into the
8 wings of the line profile in the troposphere.
9 So, with a pressure modulated system you could
10 tune across the profile in the stratr_sphere. However, if you
11 wan Led to get down in the troposphere you would be able to
12 rer	 to much higher pressures.
13 You have a very large pressure differential
14 t'`-twcen	 these	 two cc!-1s.
15 MR. AYERS:	 Ilan); Reichle?
DR. REiCIILE:	 In your last statement I don't16
believe'it is quite true for all gases in the troposphere,17
do you think you can use 'HCO in 1--he lower troposphere by18
going to a multiple pass cell with the low pressurization
19
involved for other gases.
20
What you are saying is true, we have not looked
21
at that problem.
22
And, the question, did I understand th p t you are
23
going out five and a half micrometers with this system?
24
DR. KORB: The detector will go out to five and
25
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a half.
Ii: terns of measurement, with the	 of
502, we don't plan to go beyond ahout 3.7.
DR. REICHLE: Do ,,^u intend to use, at 3. 1 , •3c
yo%; inte..c' to use that in direct solar mode or in a
native viewing mode you can deflect the radiation?
DR. KORB: Certainly the former. in the latter
case we will attempt to use it in a native viewing mode
under two different types of conditions.
ons, d rest native vier►fns, loo)-inc at diffuse
refraction two, in a downward looking mode but using
^: I^, y?, ! ! _ ofd t!-.c occan, which in turn. will ce.— ai::ly
put us intc a solar reflected -- strongly into the solar
reflected region and will greatly diminis' , the effects
at the terminal.
DR. REICHLE: The rating functions that you show
in the calculations, d I understand you correctly, are
just using the transmittance part of the one dimensional
equation of radio transfer, and did not involve the surface
temperature and the gas temperature?
DR. KORB: That is correct.
MR. AYER: Okay, I have a question. On the schedule
when do you think the field model will be ready to be in
the field?
DR. KORB: Okay. We hope to have it starting field
NeA Ananias Rgmrftq
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mea3urements In June.
MR. AYrRr: Of this yelr?
DR. KORB: June.
MR. AYERS: I would encourage you to work with
Terry Gregory and the group at Langley on the urban plume
study so you have the factor, factor N on the graph.
Okay, if there are no more questions this brings
us to the +end of the best part of the program.
(Laughter.)
MP. AY7RS: And, I have one view graph here shouring
some of the things that you did not see this morning.
Irnal T have simply done is gone back through the ATZTOPS (? )
arid the AN's, and this is some of the things that we did
not have time for presentations this morning.
When I made up the program I had about three
days of presentations and they beat me back to the time
we had on the program.
But, Joe Levine who did give a paper this
morning is also working in some photochemical model studies
at Langley.
Casey Jachimouski, who was here this morning, has
a group at Langley that is doing some laboratory chemistry
with -- Casey is here I believe. I don't see him„ There
he is. I see a hand.
But, I think primarily the emphasis is on, what,
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;, 
interactions. That
2 is one cf the focuses of the study.
3 Pat McCormic, who has an aerosol group at Langley,
4 is being funded under this program to do fundamental studies
5 leading to monitoring of aerosols.
6 S!^urn-i Beck, who works with Hank Reichle at
7 Langley is working on gas correlation of the analytical
8 tc-1hniques, the data analysis techniques, particularly aimed
9 at t,,ie mrs, orT-2 MAPS instrument.
10 1 ar trying to avoid acronyms, but T hope most
11 people understand what experiment that is. That is the
12 CO moni tloring from an early shuttic flight experiment
13
tha!^ Han '-	 hea'^%	up.
14 Bill	 !7ha.Tei 1 _-s	 an , 2	 o.-c- cr	 U,,-o- others	 are here
15 on th ,_ sclericc	 ,---: am. Lynn Peters is also on the science
tea;,,	 th-Ui:u'.
16
We have a flight instrument division or a flight17
expe^riments dIvIsion I guess it is no%,, , at Langley. They
ar,:! lookincj at paths to p, amotc essentially correlal.-Ior.
19
techniques with emphasis on two developments.
20
One is the pressure modulated radiometer technique
21
that you just heard a question about from a piavious speaker
22
and there is some looking at use of that technique for
23
tropospheric measurements.
24
Also, the correlation interfarometer technique.
25
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You may know that instrument as the COAT or the Simatz
instrument. We didn't cover either one of those this
morning.
There was mention of the DACOM experiment or
instrument. The differential absorption of the CO monitor.
That is the instrumen t that they have used for CO measure.-. ,.n .S
and also the nitrous oxide measurements that Joe Levine
mentioned.
Ed prior, at Langle y , has done some verb`
interesting work using the Wraps (?) data from St. Louis,
the EPA data from St. Louis, and looking at empirical
model development where they use the data on the precursors,
fits it to a simple empirical model and they found some
ver y clnsc^ correlations , and it seems like a ver y powerful
tool for predicting ozone concentrations based on previous
data an ,' is strictly an empirical approach as opposed to
the theoretical photochemical approach.
Tom Wakelyn, who is here today, also has been
involved in chemical modeling associated with the southeast
Virginia plume study.
And, what he has -- Tom correct me if I am wrong,
but has essentially particular rised some of the current
bottling techniques that have been developed in the urban
photochemical modeling community, but has particularized
it to the Norfolk area and it will be used as a tool in
North Amvd= Npoftq
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the.; southeast Virginia study.
Finally ►,,re have an AN sponsored piece of research
at the -- at ERA', Environmental Research. .Tim Barnes, what
is the name of your company other than ERT?
MR. BARNES: rvironmental 1?saearch and Technolog..
11R. AYERS. Environmental Research and ^echnclogy
Incorporated,. Jin Barnes, who just spoke, has been
lookin•; at current sa_ellite images, particularly fro
meteorological satellites.
Agos, and the Tyros series, and the defense
meteorological satellite system to looking at visible
evidence of what we call, in the trade, hazy blod or
aerosol in the atmosphere on a regional scale, and how
the, r7, ,. , correlate with high sulfate episodes in the
northeast, and particularly the northeastern part of the
States.
There is currently in operation a network called
a :pure network for measuring sulfates at ground level over
this region, the northeast part of the country.
That work is sponsored by EPRI, which is the
Ecologoical Porter Research Institute. So, in this particular
study at ERT we are looking at satellite imagery, looking
at the data, the sulfate data from the Sure network, and
basically seeing how -- what we can see in the satellite
imageries that would help us in understanding the production
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and transport of sulfates in the atmosphere on a regional
sca'.e .
So, with that I would like to conclude the
tropospheric part of the program. I would lice to say thst
Z a7 very gratified, personally gratified, from what I
have heard thzs nc. rr.inc; .
It seems to me that this particular part, the
tropospheric portion, is tremendously exciting and a1:7o
I ar; very pleased to see the interaction between the
various researchers in the different parts of the pro;.ram.
Let's gc to lunch.
(T•7hereupon at 12:30 P.71. the meeting recessed
fn_ lunch, to reconvene at 1:30 P.M. the same afternoon.)
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SESS MN V: WATER
(Presentation: of paper on Laboratory Spe r,tra and
ordeal Physics Research by Dr. C-11. Whitlock (LaRC) .)
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
MR. cuRr!V.N: Are there any questions of Charlie?
(No response was heard.)
Mr. CVRFMAN: All right, I would like to go on
then and we have had a very successful activity in the
program area in the Great Lakes that has been conduv-ted
by the Lewis Research Center. Dr. Richard Gedney will
present some of the results of that activity. Dick?
(Presentation of paper on Water Quality Research
on the Cr e- t La'Kes by Dr. R.T . Gedney (LeRC) . )
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERF
DR. !tr, jrT : Dick was that a unique solution or
was there a number of different combinations that could
have done jiist as well?
DR. GEDNEY: No. There is only one. It is a non
linear equation and there was only one in this case. My
math modeling work didn't make it. Our work, math modeling
anyway.
I just want to say that in the math modeling
area, I just picked this up --
(Laughter.)
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SPF-NFrR: That wasn't my question.
DR. GF^NrY: Since 1969 we have been working
with Case Western Reserve and EPA, on the modeling wtr.-I:.
We have done quite a bit. We never reported it.
In the old days it wasn't looked upon as V?e proper thing
tc do, but we always thought it was, and we have a lot
of results from that area.
MR. CURFMAN: That is in your handout?
DR. GEDNEY: Yes, it is in the handout.
MR. CURrMAN: I didn't really think he was going
to take all of Mal's time, even though he told me he would,
wher he foun, l out he wasn't here. Bob, go aY:,^ad.
DR. JOHNSON. Jo hnson from Langley. Dick, the
nod ,.;l results that you	 seer, to be very similar tc
some results Earman had six or eight years ago Z think
in the program they called the ALCAN (?).
Have you compared your radiance models with
theirs or with some other models?
DR. GEDNEY: Which models, in the water or in
the atmosphere?
DR. JOHNSON: 'I believe that these were surface
level, upwell radiance poured suspended solids and phyto-
plankton, and I noticed you had two curves in the fuel
water.
DR. GEDNEY: Well, these were in actual lake
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conditions. The people have measured uphelling radiance
before, reflectants be`orc.
I don't know of
	 has successfully
Cotten the radio transfer model to predict those radiances
u;, : o tr i s t i rm .
DR. J^:.::SCI This was calculated from a model
usinq phytoplankton, using chlorphyl!s.
DR. CEDN7Y: The models have been around a lrn-;
tint. Nobodl has verified the models. I thin.: the si,r.ificun
of this work is that it is the first time that I know cf --
ell, T :scan it is not the first. I shouldn't say that.
? 	 is -_-% in th_- past year cr two that these
r : :7 r. ^ - _:.Y^. 1.`yrrJ verified in t!%e fic7c'. T t~ir l l- th f is
si_jn	 ^ L.
The models, that model, the wort.ing model has
*-oe ! around	 si;: ears- too. I don't kno-v .
DR. SALSMAN: The air model -- Jack Salsman, NASA
head uirters, Lewis at one time.
The air model that the} ,
 used in the pz^ssin„ used
artificial optical parameters such as absorption of scatter
They derived from measurements in the laboraton • , but they
were not the actual absorption of scattering inherent
characteristics of the -- So that is a big difference.
DR. CAMPBELL: Jenny Campbell from Langley. The
slide you showed about your radio transfer model, you talkee
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about A being absorption, B total scattering, are those
coefficients or they go E to the A minus A something or --
oR. GEDNEY : Those are actual -- yes, you would
put those in the exponential --
DR. CA mPREyL: Okay. So, they are absorption an.'
scattering coefficients?
DR. "rDNEY: Yes.
MR. CURF'MAN: Anything e?se?
DR. GEDNEY: I should say that this work is
normally managed at Lewis by Jac); Salsman .
MR. CURrMAN: One of the activities that has been
c;air., on for a couple of years an y? they are in the process
of transferr.inc7 some of this technology to the user, has
ticL-7 th-, a^., tivi ty that. 11" has been conducting cooperat.ivel
with the EPA Las Vegas Lab in the lake classification
activity. Dick Blackwell from JPL will discuss this.
(Presentation of paper on JPL/EPA Lake
Classification Project by Mr. R.J. Blackwell (JPL).)
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DR. SCHAFFER: Is that 180 feet or is it 180,000?
MR. BLACKWELL: 180. It is a very small base.
MR. CURFMA.N : Jack?
DR. SALSMAN: How large a lake is Tahoe?
MR. BLACKWELL: About 12 by 20.
DR. GEDNEY: Gedney of Lewis. Do you know, is ther
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(Presentation of paper on the Field Experiment to
measure Phytoplanton Diversity and Chlorophyll a by a
Remote Airborne Fluorosensor by Drs. J.W. Campbell and
2s
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a consensus on what the limiting nutrient is in this lake?
MR. BLACKWELL: It is dependent on the lake ane
the location. They found in some lakes it is phos-"-crus
ane in some lakes it nitrogen.
DR.. gEDNEY : Yes.
MR. BLACKWELL: I would say the consctist-, s is
phosphorus.
DR. GL'nyFY: he ll, you know, some places it is
nitrc3en, some place it is phosphorous t!:at expl airy so-«
of your scattering and scatter plots.
MR. BIJACR"rTTZ: Well, we have also in one of the
x.pc:, 1. 1,".ment-	 ti a2	 the nS two	 -en and hos rg	 i. _pho ous
1
nr , ('^^•`t',	 S'c: "_ , 1I:^:1C^ onc: i., l imiting is
impertant to how it will relate to the other problems, and
wit:. chlorophyll.
MR. CURFMAN: Our next paper will be presented in
two parts, and Dr. Jenny Campbell and Frank Farmer, both
fror; Langley, will discuss some recent experimental
activities concerning the measurement of phytoi lantston
d ivcrsity and chlorophyll a using airborne fluorosersor.
Jenny?
36
dle-35	 1 F.H. Farmer	 (LaRC) .)
2 Q;?FSTinNIS Vin ANSWERS
3 MR. =RrnIAN: Questions, comments? Jack?
4 DR. SALSKA.N: Since your system might provide
5 us for some depth measurement, and you have dept!: 4.r, the
6 equation, are you attacking that question at all an(3 t_;ing
7 to get to how --
6 DR. CAMrDrLL: Would you state that agzin^
9 DR. FARMER: May I answer the question?
10 MR. CURrmmi: Sure?
11 nR . SALSMANI : i t looks like the pos s ih i) i ty is
12 there .
13 DR.	 FATI ;FR:	 Yes,	 the	 is	 tlj(, r(^.	 't
14 (`;u t mans mc^i `}inC; the s yster.. really	 C1A t?' 1 5 in	 terms
15 of th e time study, and that is something we don't have the
16 resources to do right now.
17 This is something that I will look at if we can
do it but it may be a fiscal year 80 project.18
MR. CURFMAN: I think you have to remember, Jack,
19
that they are not looking at the laser return, they are
20
looking 685 nanometer return only.
21
DR. CAMPBELL: The chlorophyll that we estimated
22
a weighted mean, basically, for the column where you can
23
write down the weighting functions which places a great
24
deal of weight on the upper layers.
25
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It drops off rapidl y as something like E to the
Alpha Z, something like that.
nR. BROWN : Janet, please bring out the fact too
that the system sensitivity, or the micrograms per liter
caratilit- is a function of the system in its present
condition with a power that now exists.
DR. CAMPBELL: Did everyone hear that, that the
system, ever y-61:ing we have said so far is based or. the
system in its present configuration. That is the sensitivity
C' it, and ? am sure that a lot of that can be improver
if we had greater power, you know.
VIc 1no:. a ]ct of ways we can improve the system,
:''. ,cT: wc^.t tc c?^ nc chive u_ the move;-.
(?.O:: g mac . , . )
DR. ',!rLFI: Janet, the data that Frank presented
earlier	 show"' the profile as you pull up towards the
problem, was that calibrated using the algorithm that you
ploy.?
DR. CA.M11 REL'L : Yes.
DR. mnri : So, you needed ground for the total
chlorophyll?
DR. CAMPBELL: We can use total chlorophyll from
one station if we have to. I mean, we can actually use
as little information as that, but we prefer to have
obviously more because that reduces the error.
Nw& Uwkan Agard"
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DR. MELFZ: Fo, in this particular case did you
use total	 from cacl, of the stations?
DR. C ^!SELL : Yes.
Dr. . FARb!I:r: `?o, no. Or.. station. All of that
ca p 1, rat; on was in one station.
DR. CAMPBELL: :wo, oh no. I be,, yo;,z t .:r.i^:7.
MR Ct1Rr '•txf:. Any otl:c:: yuestion^?
DR. Ck"IPRELL . Inci dl cntly, Howard, Z am '^ al Coln,
Spauldings contract monitor, and therefore Z feel V-Aal.
I ca., take his time.
(Laughter.)
X.R. CU'T:!;,,'; : Only if you are going to 	 c:stnt
his tall:.
DP. r- AM.FF3?'LI : non't as% me whit he war doing
tc sat , either.
MR. CURrm.7," : Any other questions for Jar.ct?
All right, let's break now and we will get back again at
3.1^ P.M.
3e
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(Brief recess.)
(Presentation of paper or, Ocean ljurnping "onitoring
Research by Dr. R.1C. Johnson (LaRC) .)
QUETIONS AND ANSTCRS
MR. CURFMAN: Joe, go ahead Joe.
DR. DRURY: You mentioned that the shape of the
curve, you said the shape of the curve was a quarter, and
North A=d= Rtpertinq
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dle-3P	 1	 it looked like the Puerto Rican dump rad a very sirdlar
	
2	 sYapc• to t!:r. acid t? ,, is s-atiA1 th=nr it Icw•er le^•c'
	
3	 R?^. MU/-,I,FR: The Puertc) Rican would be darker.
	
4	 DR. JOti":51*J 1,7e11, the current shape is sir—.1a r.
`	 S	 DR. DMIRY: 1t peaks in about the same points.
	
6	 DR. JOHNM% Yea. But, again this is the nerves
	
7	 which indicate the ocean water.
	
g	 D!. TM ' pY: Okayr so you mean the level of the
	
9	 curve is also important as well as the shape.
	
10	 n.7.	 Yes, yes, right
11	 DR. M IRY: Okay.
	
12	 r7. T ^'? ,SO^': That is a good point.
	
13	 ^". DR!'rY: Because you had mentioned shape.
14	 DT'	 T,^;'.,5^!,: Okay good point.
	
iS	 D.?.. DRURY: The other thing, along the same line,
	16	 was whether or not you had -- Charlie mentioned that they
	
17	 have different mixtures from these pharmaceutical companies
	
is	 and dial you just -- you just did it at this one time.
	
19	
Would you expect to get a -- well, you don't know.
	
20	
You haven ' t done the experiment except for that one dump,
right?
21
22	
DR. JOHNSON: A limited technology base.
23	
DR. DRURY: Right.
DR. JOHNSON: At this point, Joe and --
24
2S,r>,;3! R9 • DRURY: Of course you could get an entirely
ql'^`!^`	 Nerlb Americas Repwfia9
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different figure.
DR. JOHNSON: We have a maybe six to eight curves
frer the sewage sludge and the acid waste. We have multiFIc
passes over one mixture o r, t}-,.e pharmaceutical, over one
rr4 yl l.re of the Galveston tube(?) .
So, that the laboratory material supplement, or
Vic laboratory information supplemented by the Ar s ec tra.l
is going to Flay an important part. Okay?
MR. BLACKWELL: Blackwell, JPL. Do you have any
han p lc on the clinical parameters of the sludge in the
acid and is the specific gravity heavier in the sludge
they: the acid: is that the reason for the fa.rst onc.?
DR. J(^TTIISON: There are twc com.-onents typica3ly,
and one of whic.", is heavier then the water and sirks fa i x j
rapi -!Iy .
I a~•, jlad you menticned that because; part of tho
oceanographic research work that we are doing includes
acoustical studies by John Cronin: (?) down. at ALML, so
that we have gotten some pretty good information o: hoer
it is distributed in the water column shortly after it is
dumped.
Yes, there is a surface manifestation, but there
is also a component of it that goes right down to the
water column, and incidently some part of it just goes
right down to the thermoplane M and spreads that out.
North American Aeportlaq
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4 ule-40	 1 So, that ib part of our research. Yes?
2 DR. LEHMANN: You mentioned that from hours and
3 days, who: lasts for hours and days, the fact that. lou
4 c..:.	 seE	 ar,l=tl:i:.-;	 or	 --
5 DR. JOHNSON: The acid. Can you see anyt';j r;
i 6 r­ r— 4 ', _.	 sovc ral hours fo- tl c du r ps --
7 DR.	 I'!.at do you mean by hc^,rs	 ar ,' t'a,-r,
g what is it you car see in the hours or days?
Jf"N'ISO?.:	 Oh,	 oka;'.	 The	 ela,~rc,l	 tir.;.	 eft rr
10	 I the dump in the :case of the acid waste, we can see it
11 for u , 4c al-out three dais at the dumi	 site	 the sc,-face
12 :.	 tors.	 01- a,,.
13 Tn the_- case of the sewage sludge the phar,maceutica
14 , r	 arc'	 thf, 	rt:,3'^ : r	 '	 dum p.,'	 the	 ga? ;-est y 	,	 it
15 sE '_: 1	 to r?is-ippcar	 in	 f.c ,ar	 t(-	 six	 hours.
Sc,,	 if we came over the ne%t day we woaldn'tI5
sce any indication, of the dump. Now, this is particularly17
important in the satellite based program because of the18
fre:luency of coverage.
19
In otherwords, if the satellite went over and
20
they came in and two hours later and dumped it, and then
21
the next overpass was several days, we would never know
22
that a dump took place from the model.
23
MR. CURFKNN: Jules, maybe you remember seeing of
24
the landsat images in place, and it looks	 ike the remnants
25
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dle-4 1	 1 of previous dumps, but of course they are dumping several
2 tiT-P a May up there, so yot, do see in some of those
3 imajcs remnants of previous dumps that have persisted for
M	
4 anywhere up to six or eight hours, apparently.
5
'fr...	 1 .1Vn.*,ETt:	 Bob when you say	 see,	 Oo you merar:
h
6 see with a multi spectral scanner, no detectable signal,
7 or d: you mean see with your eye, or do they both happen
8 to coincide?
9 PR. JOHNSON: I think that you have to say that
10 t".e r.ulti
	
spectral scanner would much more sensitive, at
11 least it the order of magnitude.
12 MR.	 !'1T7(77, r,..	 And, when you say yc , i can't see them
13 }'	 _ti	 cz.." t	 detect	 w: t't	 tl:e	 M8^?
14 P?'.	 The MSS. To detect ;-,-Vl^ an electron-,(:
15 Cr %nncr is }-eater. Yes,	 imme<liately after the dump you
16 ca., visually see it,	 you knot,,	 from an ankria	 (?) .
17 But, I think the landsat studies that Dick
18 CI^_i-:n':s, Pate has done with the additional data, 	 ii.2 cates
19 that is there and you can see it in the additional data
when you couldn't --20
DR. LETMA!IN. You showed five or six sites. Are21
those all there?	 You showed five or six dumping sites.22
DR. JOHNSON: Yes.
23
DR. LEMIANN: Is there any more then that, or is
24
that it?
25
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DR. JOHNSON: No, that is all of them now.
MD . R1 '^LT'R. All of the active.
DR. JOHNSON:: Yes. Okay, now remember that the
material that is dumped in tho largest quantities is
dredged
This is not part of the current program. In the
f,:t°.:ze it will be be^ause that is anct-1,
 tllin: ; iC.' t`;e
ocean dump Frcgram.
But, at this point on the east coast and the
C-u' ` of , '.exico, those arc. the only activi^  ! sites a::d
E.rc -ontrolled by la y:,
 by EPA.
}^nu CL' T'?2L "': Thank you, Bob. Cu p
 n--:.t speaker
i5 g'vl iy to !)E Dr. j ir: Mue ller from Godd,4i "A' descr , "'ing so.T«
we have to z;aj L i t: '.t.at ma;' e
it iL the end of this work for the moment, the: work that
we have done relative to the detection of reds tides. Jim?
(Presentation of paper on Red Tide Monitoring
Research by Dr. J.L.  Mueller (GSFC) . )
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DR. MUELLER: Any questions?
DR. SALS'MAN- 11hat about sky reflectants, skylight
reflectants in the albedo? Are you going to lop off straight
wave length independent term on that or --
DR. MUELLER:. We assume that all of the surface
reflectants for glitter, skylight reflectants are second ord
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die - 43	 1 for this first cut.
2 I think if you go back and look carefully at that
3 full scan measurement there is a pronounced -- if you look
4 at what you think are relatively dean water areas cu
5 herc,you can't see it in this picture, but if you look
6 car E., 	a: a gocc'_ rei.%ressrtaticn of this, 	 if you	 Iocl,
7 ;t'. here, varstts out here in the Gulf Stream, 	 there is
8 a pronounced brightening over here that shifts.
9 The problem is associated partly with sun glittcr,
partly with the aerosol. It is really very difficult to10
pin date^.. And,	 this is good data from a cloud standpoint.11
"l ost of the ocean seems to be cloud covered most
12
13
 !*t1rLER: Jim,	 cotilO 7 conclude from what you
14
saiu, particularly about this scene on the left, that
15
 
rerhaps a better atmospheric turbidity measuring
16
instrument under those conditions then it is an oceanographi
17
instrument?
18
DR. MUEhLER: No. I am saying that we can take
19
t"iS scene on the left, and you calibrate that scene, that
20
is not calibrated, that is zero gained data. That is not
21
calibrated.
22
if you calibrate that scene and apply the algorithm
23
the water radiances come out very strongly.
24
MR. MUGLER: Okay, well let me twist it again then.
25
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You are taking the aerosol information, plus this noise
&nd throwing it away?
DR. MUELLER: You could also back out an aerosol
estimator. CZCS is a damned good aerosol detector, one of
the best that you will ever see. We are seeing stuff that
YOU	 can't see at the island.
MR. MUGLER: Yes, Warren made the point on that
plum,- cn the left.
DR. ?-VELLER: Yes.
MP.. MUGLER: That you didn't see it with those.
DR. MUELLER: Well you won't see this stuff with
la.n,'sat, this fine thin hazy stuff, that is either plume
cirrus, or some of us call it haze. i kind of think of
it as or^.,ani.zed r.lou(', but it is hard to say what it is,
but it is definitely an aerosol.
MR. t1L1GLrP: St is visibility degradation.
DR. MUELLER: Pardon?
MR. MUGLER: I say it is visibility degradation,
no question .where that is.
DR. MUELLEP.: But where it is in the atmosphere
is not a question.
DR. FIOVIS: When we process the data, where do
we rtocess the aerosol: The first level product that
will be available is calibrated radiance from all the
channels with no algorithm applied except calibrations.
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1dle-45 If you want to process for aerosols be our guest. But,
2 we unlcrturatsly carat afford to do bct!, j., r	 esses.
3 "''. MUr?	 P:	 Yes,	 I understand.	 ?'ut you do,	 in
4 fact I guess you made the com ,cnt, you do suggest thnt
5 there is certainly soma meanir.rful aerosol information in
6
k
there you can probably extract.
a	 7 DR. ITOWS : You will see aerosol -- this has
8 been whic': you will not see in any other, this is simply
9 because the dynamic range is so different.
10 .''R.	 CC	 Iten►ember the stuff, Griegs	 (?)	 did.
11 Vlicn he did it with landsat it ,oas when he was looking at
12
13  jr*^i,I'T' :	 C},	 yes .
14 *.ir. ,	 C••R^,"':	 'knrl,	 he only played	 around	 tr	 the
15 first four or five gray levels that care off right at the
16 vQiy bottom of the calibration.
17 This basic approach to really see whet is in
18 the low reflecting stuff in the water is bound to accentuate
those kinds of things that are atmospherically contributed.19
DR. HbVIS: This instrument has about seven times
20
the scan as landsat does. It saturates at one seventh of
21
landsat roughly.
22
And, it also divides that one seventh into 256
23
levels instead of 64 as landsat does. So, it is much more
24
sensitive to anything like this. That is why I say that the
. 2S
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1	 aerosol looking he might be better off using this then
2	 am• of the others.
3	 Dr. M7 T.rI: Jim, that pictz:re that you just had
4	 up there, was that processed for lard did you say? Did they
5	 process it to try to bring out the land features?
6	 DR. MUELLER: That pictu-c; was a straight rcc}:
7	 counts combination'of 6ne treatment. Nothing was done to
8	 the data except we went into the image 100, sub sampled
9	 it and put it all on the screen and spit it out for hard
10
	
copy. Nothing done tin it.
it	 DR. MELFI: So, that means when you get images
12	 Iik than you are not only capable of nett::::, your water
13	 i-..a	 ' % '=t it also rescl%-cs some lane? fea-tares.
14	 ^' ? ha-0 guessed that the	 .Tim,
15	 of the instrument that the land would be- washed out
16	 completely.
17	 DR. HOVIS: It is in some bands.
18	 DR. MELFI: But not completely.
19	 D".. 110VIS: You experience complete saturation
20	
but land isn't very blue, and the blue band slows up.
DR. "".RTrT : Okay.
21
22	
DR. MUELLER: Any vegetation pulls out the blue
23	
lights that are in there. In many cases you go around the
Mississippi and the minimum brightnes;'> in channel one isn't
24
other than that.
25
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11	 DR.. MnLrl:	 So this is taken almost at the
	
2
	
^; i^: tar s--lst-Ice
	
3	 n n . c^ti *,.rrCR: This really wh at you cal l-
	
4	 a multi disciplinary type of instrument.
	
S
	
PR. IIO!FIS: it I.-iasn't intended that way, but it
	
6 c-- that way.
	
7	 PP. SCILkrrr7: I just warted to r..:';e surc sonic;
	
8
	
ogle hea: that statement. That is all.
	
9	 (Laughter.)
	
10
	 !!r. Ctrr, ,AN:
 Thank you Jim. T woLld like tc now
11
	 intruduce Sill Croswell from Langley to talk about the
	
12
	 of lac ~q- .:p sis act-	 ies a s^C:	 ^•^
13
	 a ,- 	 so^r_ O f tho
14
	
15
	 (Presentation of paper on Oil Spill ,or.it:o_-inc;
	
16
	 ?,L;., 	ch I-`.t	 Crest:c 11 (LaP.C) . )
	
17
	 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
	
18
	 DR. GEDNEY: When you say space technolog y is
	
19
	 it sel:3rate?
M. CROS 1,1ELL: Ile wants to know whether space
20
tec!-:nology enters into the satellite. The ma:iaate frcwm
21
Cc::-less does not necessarily specify it from the
22
sat l 1J.	 Okay?
23
'.nf1, I consider that to be a very important point.'
24
Obviously we dcn't involve satellites , or the ;National
25
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dle-4E	 1 Aeronautics and Space Administration, so we have got a
2 p rota,
 l er.; .
3 Somc of Fi:e thin s,	 I	 tb n^: ^ick, honestly will
r. 4 to wi tbin the capability of the s^tel lite and sor + c v i l l
p, r'
S nc t . There will have to he some airborn,- se nsccr f- s ;:;.,
6 t ^":^ 	 Io ;	 that we	 can recommcr.,', 	 so!^e sensor. Cfia,'?
' 7 nn .	 Sn the cnr.tra^t^rs cpt :or. is e ther
g aircraft or satellite?
9 a',R. CROS?JELL:	 Yes, overall	 system. Yes.
10 PR . KERS.ANDER,S : Kersanders f rom r73 A . Are ,,cu
11 ccnsiderinvj any Y;ind of remote in situ sensors for the
12 cc :! ractnr to study as he goes through, th-'s procesz, or
13
ar.r	 ,c-	 ct -ictiv	 restrictin,	 ,^c^:^r	 field	 o''	 stud y	to
14 iii• .. ,., e	 nr	 satci litc	 systems?
MR. CROSWrLL: Remote, generally airborne satellite
15
s^ 	 ,	 what,	 I	 ca l':	 remote sensing,	 not	 ir, situ.16
DR. KERSANDERS: Why?17
D R. MELFI: I think he is talVing about remotely
18
i::t,:.rrogated in situ sensors. 	 Is that right,	 John?
19
nit. KERSANDERS : The CB.
20
MR. CROSWELL: I understand that.
21
DR. KERSiANDERS: The Coast Guard and DOT are doing
22
studies in this area, and they are dropping devices around
23
oil spills and coming back with a lot of good quantitative
24
information.
25
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I was just wondering, should you be considering
that, or is this --
MR. CRn WLL'L: That is interesting. No, I was
interested in -- I have really this study to what I call
the image formation remote sensing part of it.
7 have no argument that would r, , e intr_ r^ s'__r. •; ThE
are also all kinds of other more detailed chemical studies
we cculd make and things of this nature.
No, T did not. Maybe that is one point I neglected
Maybe I could consider it a bit more. If there are questions
about that study ask about that.
One of tre things that came out of the neetir.g
an,! this s_t of pecple was it was very impor::ant and a very
interesting fact, and that is regardless of all of the
iris--;s-remF-nts that hat? been made, and images that have
tree:: made, ar, a the people who have done the-.r, they were
all extremely interested in way they saw things sometimes
growing in water, sometimes they did not, what type of
imagary would indeed reliable to detect oil, and there
was an interest in a multi sensor set of experiments that
they could be formed.
I found out about August of this year that there
was a company named JBr Scientific that had a contract with
the American Petroleum Institute to conduct a number of
controlled oil spills,
Nedh Amerlra Aeper inq
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n	 idle-5, To get that permit took nearly a year and a half
2 So, I obviously tried to cooperate with thErc• peo-ple
3
aAid perform our remote sensing misssion over the set of
4 corl' xolled spills.
5 Their ;primary mission was the testing of
6 dis ersements, and so we did run a common comtined mission--
'	
7 DR. CEn`11rY: 11hat is the rate of the --
MR. CRCS'OMLL: Well, there was a container shi,..)
9 that happened tc go through the running. This is a container
10 t,^; ,	 t': z sc	 arc	 force,	 this is the saturation and
11 recovery of it.
12 You do see the wake elevated, you don't see
13 thn	 Th3 -	 i^rr lies perhaps that the capillary structure
14 !	 `.` t l%u, wave:. by which you are gettinc.; scattering	 ,	 there
15 is	 nn Y. bane which is a small wind generating capilla y
16 fracture, and indeed is the mechanism for imagery.
17 The L band, gravity weight :which are 15 to 20
18 centimeters are indeed not strongly present in this particular
19 sce condition.
20  -^ 15 SPEAKER: What is AOL?
21
,^ 	 MR . CROSIMLL : It waL an oceanograph ladder (?) ,
22 it was an anti-program ladder built about two or three
23 years ago.
It has a number of transmitters, laser transmitters.24
It has a very broad band receiver, and a very small spectral
25
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d	 S view.	 T 	 can be operateO in the a syme-try noee ar,(', in
2 r" 'J	 i	 ucrc- r	 n t 1 n	 MOO C	 ` . r -
3 on	 th l' r rniss.— te r. .
4 r)R I	 IF T)'; T"Y:	 Ge -.r ey,	 Lewis.	 7-.re	 the Can,-.Ia.-,r
5 1aying	 for the SAP imarjer;	 in the processin^;?
6 MIP •	 (IROS',-* T Ir.;	
I	
paid	 for the
	
STAR	 ima(jer , , 	rc
7 DR.	 T Just wondered .
8 MA. CROSWELL: Yes, it is expensive. Yes sir:
9 DR. SALSPIAIN: Salsman, headquarters. Is there
10 ar	 post9lation as to the continuation of the Rauman1y
11 sig: ►al? Is that absorption --
!IP•	 A1 sort, ;,on prim..:-.rily. We are
12
13
tryi'-9	 to get	 measu--c7rc.,,,L-
14
That is, you know, we think that is what it is.
15
hate to mal=e statements other than that. We reall} , c=an't
16
know, but we think that is what it is.
17
.0-11R. CU'RrMAN: Thank you. In the opening talk that
18
John Mugler gave he talked about the fact that we are
19
looking for several cooperative kinds of activitie-,	ar.3
20
planning activities. One of these happens to be with
21
EPA concerning non point source pollution.
22
During the past year the people at the Kennedy
23
Research Center have been involved in beginning a program,
24
a very small one on the use of Landsat data for non point
25
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dle-52	 1 source pollution problems, especially as they relate to
2 non point	 pollution moOeling activities.
3 Reci Barnett fro:. Nennedy is going to dcscrihc
4 this activity for ur at this particular time. Reed?
5 (Presentation, of paper o	 : :Gr, -?oi:.t Sou: ce
6 tir^x.i tor inc; by Mr. U.R. Barnett
	
WSC) .)
7 QVESTIO'!- AN^ A.'O'F 7: T1
8 DR. GEDNEY: Gedney, Lewis again. How big is the
9 basin, a rough size?
10 I	 MR.	 B,A%*:rTT:	 Tt is	 in the 20 by 31 mile ran.je.
11 I	 DR. GEDNEY: The reason I asked that, one of the
12
.. - -1 ns	 „.Ft ^c3'^CSt	 r^:.	 .2	 1 ' l''	 r al	 llc..	 LiSi:3',	 Lc3T.?:y3^	 15	 basic
13 raso? utio-	 in islet size.
14 r.;',,	 T...	 ^e:;io" .,	 fire	 of	 t'.c	 rre^^:.	 : ^ :er	 ccr.:'	 e' _'.
15 a vcty extensive land use analysis for evaluating non-point
16 source pollution in the great lakes, and this was for the
17 entire Great Lakes Basin.
18 And, thezc. are considerable errors introduced
because of vital Landsat analysis because of the small19
plot sizes -4 nvolved and you have to take account.
20
:nd, that error analysis will be made available
21
probably in a month or two, and I would suggest you get
22
ahuld of that before you do extensive land use Landsat
23
analysis.
24
Resolution can be a problem with Landsat in
25
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	 tory	 ^	 properly classify the areas as far as land use.
	 I,
T	 yourcom'n	 t	 r
3 that	 1 i	 .-	 f;•1-	 r-	 f	 ^	
^
..a^	 ^ ro;?.e. ,.	 .at	 i . 	 one	 thi.,	 o.	 course,we wi
l l
	
^ 
r
a
4 t_	 assist	 in thc, an&lysis.
5 Dn,	 yrr. r." ?) rnS:
	
Xersarders,	 EP?;. III,c+	 _	 !'^*
6 are ;ou wor3cinr, with on this?
` 7 MT1. BA2,ETT:	 rec.rye Baily doter in 7. 4.hcr.s .
8 DR. KERSAV,)rrS: oh,	 this is the Athens:
9 MR. BP RNETT : Yes.
10 nr. .	 okny. . You arF goin g to he in
11 Dallas at the end of the month, aren't you?
12 MR. BARNIrTT: That is correct.
13 DR. KEP.SANDERS: And, where is the hydrocomp
15 MRS BAPN'ETT: Palo Alto, T believe.
16 DR. K?'RS".NDERS: Palo Alto, okay.
17 MR. CURnim : Any other questions? Thank you, Reed.
18 As we went along I think we identified, several of the
19 speakers have identified the fact that there were several
GW 20 iterls or activities that were going on at their particular
center that we were not going to discuss today.
Of 21
v $ 22
I contacted a number of people and attempted
^^+ to put together a list, and as the speakers have gone
23
throu5'°, today I find that I certainly don't have a complete
24
list of activities that were not covered today.
25
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1	 I did identify the items that you see up here
	
2	 as other items that are at Langley that were not really
	
3	 covered, and any of these activities that were talked
i	 about today.
S	 The first one there was alluded to, the fact
6	 that there are other laboratory types of measurements
7	 that are being made in an attempt to use the laboratory
	
g	 measurements through various dilutions and various, more
	
9	 or less standard types of laboratory analysis with some
	
10	 rather simplified modeling,to come up with ways to assess
	
i t	the concentration of various kinds of pollutants that
	
12	 have been detected such as in some of the stumping activitil
	
13	 and things such as that.
	
14	 But, there are other kindf of techniques, includii
	
11
	
additional laboratory measurements and theoretical approach
	
16	 that are being used to attempt to get at some kind of a
	
17	 way to quantify the amount of a pollutant that is in•a
	
1s	 particular seed that we are viewing.
	
19	 Also at Langley, some of you have probably heard
of the activities that went on last year that was a follow20
on to work that was done in '75 in the Hopewell area, arouni
21
the area where the Kepone tragedy occured.
22
We are in the process now, this fiscal year, of
23
having essentially computed the analysis of the flow
24
conditions and things and what the remote sensor can tell:
25
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1	 you about some of those flow conditions, some of the
2	 dynamics in that particular river, around that particular
3	 area.
4	 Another activity that we did not allude to in
5	 any of these presentations is the fact that we are doin4
6	 some laboratory measurements at microwave frequencies.
7	 The past year we have worked at L-Band in
6	 measuring the dielectric constant of some of the industrial
9	 waste samples at various dilutions, attempting to get
10	 at, again, what the potential might be for microwaves to
11	 discriminate between some of the various kinds of pollutants
12	 that are placed in the sea water.
13	 Finally, in talking about the pharmaceutical waste
14	 dump waste site that was viewed, we do have some preliminary)
1S	 results using Langley's L-band and 3 -band micro wave
16	 radiometers over that site.
17	 And, that -- those data are in the process of
18	
being analyzed and attempts are being made to correlate
19	
some of the kinds of things that were detected in that
particular mission with some of the laboratory kinds of
20
activities that are going on in microwave signature analysis
21
Thank you. I think that completes the water part.
22
23	
CLOSING
DR. MELFI: If you notice on your schedule we
24
had Dr. Rasool for some concluding remarks. Dr. Rasool is
25
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le-56	 1 not with us today. I am very glad that he was able to
2 be with us yesterday considering his very busy schedule.
3 1 %, ould like to just go over some of my feel n!n,
4 about 0-at we have heard in the last couple of days, and
5 after I do that we can open it up, and if there are any
6 additional questions or discussion, we can enter into that.
7 The	 seven status and prelimir:ary results,
8 1 think one of the main points that came across there Boas
9 t`,at the investigators are ha y= ing difficulty in getting
10 the data as raridly as they expected, and we are going
t1 to be looking into that and finding out what the problems
12 are and see if we can help the investigators (jet that data
13 and get	 it througl; t".,c system.
14 Ile full;	 erect tn have resource: in F"	 / 8^
for follow on data investigations, and you will be hearing
15
more about that as we develop those plans.
16
In the stratosphere one thing that came out17
rather loud and clear, and that is that our people that
18
are working in the program need to talk more with each
19
other, and they are.
20
And, we will °:`, looking at, in the next couple
21
of months, at getting our stratospheric ozone people
22
together so that we can get the most results with the
23
resources that we are expending in the stratosphere. Get
24
a better synergism if that is possible.
25
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In the troposphere, as we-pointed out in the
beginning of yesterday morning, we do have two planning
activities going on= the development of the five year
tropospheric plan that is being chaired by John Steinfeld (?
and we expect that we will certainly hope -- I am very
optimistic that we will have a very strong tropnospheric
program starting in FY80.
i
The plan, tie final plans are supposed to be
out for the troposphere in the mid May time frame. I think
we had the opportunity of listening to a number of activitie
in the troposphere in which we are trying to better under-
stand both the global troposphere and the regional
troposphere, and I think that is moving in the right
direction. That is very positive.
In the water, again we have got planning activitie
going on chaired by Ed Goldberg from Scripts. I know that
our first workshop is next week, or the week after next.
MR. MUGLER: Next week.
DR. MELFI: Next week.
MR. MUGLER : 29 through 31.
DR. MELFI: That is right, 29 through 31 in
southern California. And, I am optimistic there that we
will have a very strong program in FY80.
I believe, as most of us believe, that our
technology, both aircraft and space craft technology, can
NW& Asmrku Nomfte
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and will provide some significant insight into the science
of the coastal zone and Great Lakes, and in general water
quality.
Maybe just a little bit of philoapphy and then
I will open it up for questions. As John Mugler pointed
out with his cartoon slide, who are we thAnking for all
of the things that had happened to us last year, and at
the bottom is "let me rephrase that." Just give me the
hard copy John, I won't put it up.
Certainly as, I am sure, most of you are aware
there has been quite a change during the last year primarily
because of the desire to have a slightly different
emphasis on the program.
The program in the past has emphasized, and
all through the years in environmental quality, the
instrument, development, and sensor development, trying
to understand the physics of remote sensing techniques.
I
We are moving towards a slightly different
emphasis in which we are working on the identification
in the major scientific problems in the var16us areas
of the environment; the water, the troposphere and the
stratosphere.
And, we believe that with the identification
of these scientific areas of concern that the technology
that we have and the unique capability that NASA has, we
Nate Amrh=	 1
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	 1 can bring that technology and capability to bear in
2 helping to understand the scientific problems and concerns.
3 And, it should get us in the best posture to
4 work with our user agencies, EPA and NOAA, and others
S because they are concerned about these major problems too,
6 or should be, and in most cases are.
7 So, the emphasis is, let's look at the scientific
8 questions of concern, let's then look at our technology
9 and what we are developing and see how that best can
10 serve to help us answer those scientific questions, and
11 we will have a good, sound program.
12 And, we started that in the troposphere with the
13 meeting that we had last summer with John Steinfeld working
14 with us in which we produced a document called "Major
15 Scientific Questions in the Troposphere." John, is that
16 about the right title, close?
11 And, we are going to bt. building on that with
1s John chairing the project planning activity. The workshop
19 next week with Ed Goldberg, one of the major activities
Z0 that we will be doing with some NASA people and some
21 outside scientists are identifying the major scientific
22
issues in water quality.
23 And, then we will build on that with Ed Goldberg
helping us in the development of the five year plan.24
The next meeting of our Space and Terrestial
ZS
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dle-60	 1 Applications Advisory Committee, which is part of the
2 Scientific Advisory Committee of the agency, is scheduled
3 for April 30th and May 1st, and we are on the agenda to
4 present both of these major program plans to the Advisory
5 Committee.
6 We were fortunate that both John Steinfeld and
7 Ed Goldberg are members of the Advisory Committee, and they
8 can serve to lead the discussions about the plans that
9 they helped us develop.
10 Now, without saying anything else can I ask
11 if there are any questions or any discussion?
12 DR. GEDNEY: I was just wondering, has the budget
13 mark been set for water quality in FY80, and if so how does
14 that compare with FY79?
15 DR. MELFI: That is a very good question, Dick.
(Laughter.)
16
DR. MELFI: To the best of my knowledge the17
budget mark has been set for the environmental quality18
program which does include the water activity.
19
And, we are based on that budget mark, and it
20
is;just a guideline budget mark, we are expecting that the
21
water quality activities will at least be up to the FY78
22
level and possibly above that, which is much better than
23
179.
21
DR. WHITLOCK: A number of people had --
25
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DR. MELTZ : We oan't hear you.
DR. WHITLOCK: A number of people have contingen
on their AN evaluations. Have the leftover money issues
been settled?
DR. HELFI: All of the leftover money? Charlie
we have been planning on having a meeting for the last
month or so to look at the redistribution of the leftover
money.
I don't really think there is going to be an
awful lot of leftover money, but with the help of John
Mugler, and Scott, Scott Wagner and Jack Salsman who put
together our list of those things that we feel are top
priority for additional resources in 1 79, we are prepared
to support that if we do have this meeting with Greenwood.
Yes?
MR. BLACKWELL: With your identification of
• stronger science in the water area, does that indicate
• colfax (?), of lessening of demonstration and cooperative
efforts with computer agencies?
DR. MELFI: Not necessarily, Dick, because as
I tried to point out if you follow it step by step we
work with the scientific community and others to develop
the important scientific questions.
We look at our technology, both existing and
what we might be able to develop, and our unique capability,
i	 A4 At^M►IMA. 7me""WAL. 0119MAL. L"AL. MN. TMANiCMmw
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1dlc-62 an' a,., ly that those prohlems.
2 ^..;:r us:z ag ncies z--e al-,c addressing in ortan':
3
 in t'. ,.c e: • . , i-onment, £o,	 it should match us «r
4 so the
6 ' ;. ,,ill be there,	 and it shou"C contin ,.:e to
a..	 tt part of the	 Any other c;uc:.t one?
8 1 es^
9 on. DRURY: I just had an observation, I thin%, or.
10 t	 r^.._.'or•:	 you made	 in	 the	 strata!, "I)re	 c`	 t l:e	 Pao-p!c-,
11 y,,; ''; ..	 in	 the	 a-c -	 0--one.
12 I	 thir'^	 tI a at	 then • arc	 co o=, , r.ica  T n,:J,	 it
13  c-	 c:^^^f.n	 i•l	 aC,rn r, •^_! ^
	 r,• ^	 ^^,r!
	sit	 :14
	
Z^a,'^".
1	 ^^
14 t.,,_ a'.	 %^c	 are	 ? ^ „':.. r	 > `	 i	 ; us'	 a	 p 	 -l_	 cr-
15 tY:a{_ n-.,c of the other areas hav ,=I t run into yet vhc--
16 you are got:'ing data from different techniques and
1 7 are trying to get a very accurate piece of information,
18 and there are some descrepancies that perhaps some other
19 pool!,-	 , you know, working in other areas haven't seen
because they don't have that conflict in the data so,irces.20
DR. MELFI: Joe, when I said communicating I21
didn't mean it in the sense of talking to each other22
because I know they do talk to each other.23
I meant it more in terms of communicating to the
24
point where we are getting some synergism, where we are
25
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We are spending an awful lot of money in the
stratospheric ozone, and if we could be getting more out
of the money that we are spending, we should be getting
that, and it is our responsibility to make sure we do.
Yes, Dr. Tilford?
DR. TILFORD: I just wanted to add that in the
case of ozone this is the first time we have really run
up against the quantitative problem too, where we would
like to see a half of a percent global measurement.
And, we are now lon%ing at tmaybe, at the best
five percent and as you heard yesterday something worse
then that in many cases.
The point of it is that we are being pushed by
the regulatory agencies here to furnish them information
that they think they need, and they do need, to make
regulatory decisions that are multi million, or multi
billion, or in a few cases multi trillion dollar decisions.
DR. MELFI: We might be a factor of 10 off in
accuracy.
DR. TILFORD: So, it is a problem where we are
really pushing the quantitative aspect.
Some of the other things, the 30 percent
measurement is good. In ozone we would like to have better
than a one percent measurement.
I" Astride PAPW N
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dl o- (, nR. MFLr?: All T can see is, T can Promise you
2 t l at :: t!.c	 ''. fe . ^ .. .,thr sec are -cin; to get P"A 0^
	
3	 our peo.-:le woxJci.n^ ,^ in t';c stratospheric ozone area t_c''oth£'r
	
4	 are we are	 tc Yc	 that problem.
S	
'^,nO, T think it is ever: more irpor*_art nn^ t''r:'
	
6	 the upper atmosphcric research pro rar- has come
	
7	 thejA arc active, and there are thin,3E i. , that progran that.
8	 are directly relatable to what we are doin in the
	
9	 stratosphere. Yea?
	
10	 nr` .	 ♦nw R 7,N' . T	 r;r( r+	 1	 t	 i	 frr^,^^.^..,,.,.	 arl^_ z^..^: ,ar cs 	 pos.tic^
	
11	 the 1^cadquarters standpoint, but bac4: in the rescarr!iers
	
12	 s ar;r!-0ii: 	 ?tcr ^yu lity, T t: l";* l that tJ21_E
	
13	 tic o c 	 sc ,^  'oir. r`.,,,1. dncsr't OL me thZ'
., r	 u a
	
15	 , r " _..';	 _ 'l	 .1C`I t m02'^ c^i'eat ?	 r01: a ;'cr r?:5' C?j;
	16	 Uiat was actually a working session rather than a show
	
17	 and tell.
	
18	 DR. MELri: I appreciate that comment anO.
	
19	 I think that is probably a darned good suggestion. And, it
	
20	 might be that in fact in the water quality area we ought
	
21	 to plan or having something in the next few months brinc in<;
	22	
in all of our participants from the various centers, and
	
23	
actually letting then, roll up their sleeves in worfAng
with us.
24
	
25	
And, I think Jack. we have got representatives
IS Nedb Anuican h*nrtinq
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°rr a' I	 Vie	 that are going to be workinc,  vIt'^
♦ C-. .r r ♦ C, F thf Z -' 1'.-I '	 , i r 	 i.1s;c S^:	 ,t { t,na^
t" , . ^zksl,o^ t` .,t ^cl al-cry is chairir; next wee};, an' t'-".
it 14,.	 +' '- ad-Iitinnal oppo ° I.ur.itien to roll I ' 4' ,
a 1--r% for the	 the pru,r,Td, `c r the
1-ctt^ --cnt of	 proc;rar:.
So, w•- w ll kee',. that in mind. Any of'.er
questions or comments? Okay,than% you a gain fcr atter:a r,g.
't was very ^-aluable.
1% 1970 tho
;'. !: :^ .';txr aO c • . t rnerI to reconv-e n e 4±. P, 11n A."141 the
rte.++	
. wr-, J	 r?.	 ,'
n	 R 1 l
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	 This is to certify that this is a true and accurate j
3
	 verbatim transcript of the proceedings of the Environmental
4
	 Quality Program Review which took place at 10:00 a.m.
5
	 on January 23, 1979, in Room 205 in the GSFC Building in
Greenbelt, Maryland.
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